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Black and White Images from Reelfoot Lake Are
Needed for PSA Council’s Challenge

S

everal B&W
photos from
the Reelfoot Safari
are needed as soon as
possible. Last year,
the Council used photographs from the
3CT Interclub
Photo Contest to enter the PSA Council’s
Challenge Photo Contest. Since the 2013
3CT Interclub Contest is getting a late
start this year, the
results will not be in
before the June 1,
deadline for the
Council’s Challenge.
So 3CT will enter
photos taken during the Reelfoot
Lake Safari this year.
Ten color and 10
© Pat Gordy 2013
B&W images are
needed, and there has
to be 10 different makers per group. The color submissions should be covered, but
if you have something you think is better than the pictures you have seen in this
issue or the April issue of 3CT In Focus, feel free to submit them. 3CT needs
more B&W images to compete in that category. The maximum horizontal dimension (width) for each image cannot exceed 1024 pixels. The maximum vertical
dimension (height/tall) for each image cannot exceed 768 pixels. All files must be
in JPG format. Send your photos to suemilli@frontiernet.net ◙

Thank You!
The Camera Club Council of Tennessee Board would like to thank
everyone who shared their photographs from Reelfoot Lake. They
certainly made a wonderful addition to the April and May issues
of 3CT In Focus. See pictures on
pages 8-12.
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President’s Message
by Sue Milligan, 3CT President

T

here are several projects that the
Board would like to see accomplished this year.
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First and foremost is the completion of the
new Camera Club Council of Tennessee
Website. The switch over took place on April
30, but there is still a lot of information that has to be downloaded. Hopefully everything will be completed by the end of the month, and the wait
will be well worth it. Thanks to Jeff Roush for his hard work on the project and to all the 3CT website fans for their patience.
3CT is pleased to announce that it is adding five new names to the
Speaker List this month. The Council is making this project a priority.
This is something that can be of great help to all but it will require everyone’s help! The Council would like each club to share information about
the various speakers they have during the year. This can be a local or outof-town professional, or someone from your own club.
We need the following information if possible: name of the speaker;
email address; phone number; website; the subject of the program; the
type of program (show and tell, educational, travel, workshop); if there
was a fee involved; and if you would, or would not recommend the
speaker for other clubs.
This information can be sent c/o suemilli@frontiernet.net and will be kept
confidential. Speakers that you recommend will be contacted to see if they
are willing to speak to other clubs, and, if so, asked to provide a bio for the
Speakers List which will be available on the 3CT Website. A brief written
endorsement by your club to go along with the bio would be appreciated.
Moving on, participation in the 3CT interclub fieldtrips has been steadily
growing and everyone who attends seems to really enjoy them. The plan
is to continue rotating the location of these events East/Central/West/
Central/East, etc., but because of the length of the state, it is often difficult for 3CT’s eastern club members to travel west and for western club
members to travel east.
Continued on Page 2

www.Facebook.com/CameraClub
CouncilOfTennessee
president@3ct.org

http://3ct.org/
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The Camera Club Council of Tennessee is proud to be
an active member of the Photographic Society of
America (PSA). Click here to learn more about PSA
and the advantages of being an individual member or
a club member of PSA.
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President’s Message continued
For the time being, we will only be organizing these
weekend photo ops twice a year. However, it would
be great if the interclub fieldtrips were supplemented with regional, one-day, interclub meet-andshoot events. So, if your club is organizing a fieldtrip,
consider hosting other clubs in your region. You can
find the list of member clubs in this newsletter and
contacts at http://www.3ct.org. If given enough notice, 3CT will gladly help promote the event for you.
There are two more projects still in the early planning stages. The first, working with the Pigeon
Forge Chamber of Commerce to find ways that the
Council can support and be involved in Wilderness
Wildlife Week: http://www.mypigeonforge.com/
events_winterfest_wilderness.aspx and last, but not
least, finding ways to promote and support a unique
member of 3CT, Great Smoky Mountains Institute
at Tremont. http://www.gsmit.org. If you are unfamiliar with WWW or GSMIT, be sure to check out
their websites. You will be hearing more on these
projects as the plans take shape.
Until then, enjoy what is left of spring. Summer
will be here before you know it! ◙

3CT NEWS - WHAT’S NEW – MAY 2013

T

he Massachusetts Camera Naturalists
(CAMNATS) is conducting a PSA-recognized
International Nature Exhibition with a closing date
of May 13, 2013. It consists of 4 sections – Open,
Wildlife, Landscapes/Seascapes and Botany. The
latter two sections are expressly included so that
photographers with those interests will have an
opportunity to gain some well-deserved recognition,
which is not always possible.

The Council will be adding five names to its Speaker
List this month: Naturalist, Harold Jarrell hjerrell@gmail.com ; Woody Geisler
http://www.geislerphotgoraphy.smugmug.com ; Don
McGowan http://www.EarthSongPhotography.com ;
Colby McLemore http://www.colbysphotography.com
and 3CT’s Education Director, Jeff Roush
http://www.roushstudios.com. Be sure to check out
their bios and other pertinent information soon at
http://www.3ct.org .

The switch-over from the old to the new website will
be taking place any day now, but be aware that it
will probably take the rest of the month to get all the
information downloaded and to work out problems
should they arise. Thank you all for your patience
during this process. Hopefully you will agree that
the wait was well worth it. By the way, the Web
Master position on the Camera Club Council Board
is still open. If you are interested, contact Sue
Milligan at suemilli@frontiernet.net.
We felt it necessary to hold off on the 2nd Interclub
Photo Contest until the change-over to the new
website was made. Hopefully everything will be set
up and ready for submissions/payments by the end
of this month. Watch for complete details via email
as soon as everything’s in place. The main category
will be “Tennessee – Off the Beaten Track” and
a 2nd special category just for those who have attended any of the 3CT Fieldtrips “Photos Taken
At 3CT Events”. Start thinking about what you
will be entering!
Cindy Mitchell, President of the LeConte Photographic Society forwarded a reminder about the
Roan Mountain Rhododendron Festival
which will be held Saturday and Sunday, 10
a.m. - 5 p.m., June 15-16, 2013. You never can
tell when the blooms will be best, could be sooner
than the festival or later, so the club will be keeping an eye out and will let 3CT members know
when they plan to visit the area.◙

The entry fees are $8 for the first section and $2 for
each additional section; these are some of the least
expensive in the world. There is still plenty of time
to enter as on-line submissions and PayPal
(preferred) available. Just do not wait too long. For
more info: http://www.camnats.org
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Find Your Photography Bliss at Tremont
by Val Joiner, a Student at the Spring 2012 photo workshop at Tremont

A

covered he was doing the works you know, I’ve beshop through Tremont. Having
come a bit of a Great
loved his seminar, I knew I had
Smoky Mountain Instia lot more to learn from him
tute at Tremont junkie.
and that I liked his style. The
It’s becoming a second
unknown for me was the locahome to me this year as
tion, the Great Smoky MounI’m working toward my
tains Institute at Tremont,
Southern Appalachian
which I ended up loving inNaturalist Certification. I
stantly. So that’s how I discovsimply love my time there
ered Tremont and the workand it’s time to catch you
shop but…
up a bit on why. A little
background…On my first Exploring the textures of Elkmont’s past.
visit to Tremont last OcWhat makes this workshop all
tober for the Fall Photogthat?
raphy workshop with Will Clay, I
Essentially it’s the same experiendidn’t quite know what to expect.
tial learning I promote as a roadWell, there’s the adage…location,
I’d taken a couple of day-long
schooler with Fred and George. So
location, location but it’s much
seminars but never a workshop.
why in the world did I not allow
more than that. Certainly being
I’ve always been a do-it-yourselfer
myself the same rich experience
in that respect (i.e. stubborn), probefore now?
testing that I could pick up what I
needed without having to break
It was partly not
away for workshops and seminars.
knowing how to pick a
good workshop and be
After watching my progress stagcertain it would be
nate, I finally attended a couple
worth the time and
of seminars that quickly conmoney. There are
vinced me how wrong I was, or
plenty of horror stories
rather, that I was doing it the
out there about bad
hard way. After hearing Will talk
workshops. Vetting
in Atlanta, I was rabid to soak up
them can be a real
Bill Lea is the wildlife photography guru…clearly I
more of his awesomeness at the
chore and, since not
still have a lot to learn.
Tremont workshop. And it was a
all great photograreal eye-opener!
phers are great teachers, having
nestled in the Smoky Mountains
an instructor that takes nice shots
is an advantage, but the atmosisn’t
enough
to
guarantee
you’ll
Musings on workshops…
phere of the Institute itself, in comcome away with greater photobination with the assemblage of
So why am I a convert to workgraphic skills and understanding.
talent of both staff and instructors,
shops? Well for one, it greatly
is what elevates this workshop.
speeds up the learning process. To
have the opportunity to listen to
Why Tremont?
knowledgeable instructors, go out
In the workshop setting at TreWill came to speak through our loand put that knowledge into pracmont, you get down to the meat of
cal nature photography club, the
tice, then return to get constructhe creative process. You get to
Georgia
Nature
Photographers
tive feedback – all in a focused setAssociation, which is where I disting – is invaluable.
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see others’ techniques from initial
vision to finished image and it is
very enlightening. It helps you
re-evaluate your processes,
techniques, and dedication, opening the path to being a better
photographer.
Going back for more…
In spite of having an epic time at
the Fall Photography Workshop, I
was still uncertain about attending the Spring session because I
wasn’t familiar with the lead instructor, Bill Lea. At this point
you’d think I would know better
than to doubt anything about Tremont’s programs yet I waffled
about attending.
I can’t tell you how happy I am
that I went. I didn’t imagine that
anyone could match the entertainment value of Will Clay but Bill
Lea is just a much fun and just as
talented a photographer and instructor. The beauty of attending
both workshops is that Will and
Bill have such different styles and
experience to offer.



Constructive and supportive
feedback on your work,

and fun! The atmosphere at Tremont is light-hearted and the instructors are a hoot.
Oh, and you can expect a lot of
good-natured ribbing if you oversleep for a morning field session.
Not that I know about that from
personal experience or anything…
Final thanks…
So a big thank you to Will and Bill
for just being awesome and genuine. And a big thank you to the
other instructors who are all
equally fabulous: Todd Moore for
holding my hand through postprocessing and not laughing too
hard at my ineptitude, Ken
Thompson for his macro inspiration, and Jeff Miller for asking me
the questions I should have been
asking myself in the field.

Vadnais. Mad photography skills
aside, he’s the one who started
all this for me by bringing Will to
Atlanta for that fateful seminar…
And sorry fellas, you’re not done
with me yet…I’m a junkie after
all. See you this October!
Read more from Val Joiner at
http://www.valinreallife.com/
Great Smoky Mountains Institute at Tremont is a non-profit
residential environmental education center that provides indepth experiences through education programs that celebrate
ecological and cultural diversity, foster stewardship, and
nurture appreciation of Great
Smoky Mountains National
Park. Visit www.gsmit.org for
more information. GSMIT is a
member of the Camera Council
of Tennessee. ◙

A final special thanks to instructor and fellow GNPA-er Tom

What you can expect…
If you’re considering attending a
Tremont photography workshop,
here’s what you can expect:


Lots of field work, rain or
shine, and very early in the
morning,



Educational sessions in between field sessions,



Inspiration from instructors
and fellow students,



Instructors who accommodate
all levels of skill, from total
newbies on up,
VOLUME 2, ISSUE 5

Val’s favorite shot of the Spring workshop, a macro shot of a yellow
trillium bloom in the rain.
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Education Corner: Diffusers for Portraiture
by Jeff Roush, 3CT Education Director

O

ne of the more lucrative photography niches is portraiture. This is also a more accessible portion of the
business being we can simply go after our friends and co-workers for customers. However, if you are like
the majority of photographers out there you don’t have studio space or studio equipment. So, we are faced
with using the “great outdoors” as our studio. Additionally, we are forced to use the “sun” as our main light
source in most cases. This is a dilemma faced by many photographers, so don’t feel alone. One of the problems
with shooting portraiture outside is we are limited to shooting at times of the day (early or late) that limit our
appointment times, or we have to shoot in the shade or when it’s overcast. Typically all of these things seem to
work against us when trying to schedule a portrait session.
In this article we are going to discuss a very simple and inexpensive way to create a portrait lighting setup
that can be used at any time of the day in direct sunlight. This lighting solution creates an extremely beautiful
light source for shooting one or two people in an outdoor setting.
Many photographers abide by the rule that you should never have direct sunlight on the face of a subject …
period. This being the case the worst possible light to put on a person’s face is direct mid-day sun. As you read
through the following information you’ll see how unflattering this type of direct sunlight can be. Study the
photos and learn the differences in the different types of lighting situations.
Learning light control is an important element and technique that separates the great photographers from the
“not so great” photographers. Learning the following techniques will put you on the upper side of this quality
bar in your portraiture.
Using DiffusersPictured to the left is a set designed for outdoor portraiture. Two photo stands hold up a 52” round diffuser to soften the overhead 12:00 noon sun. Pictured
to the right is a “5 in1” reflector kit that can
be bought at just about any photography
store or an online photo retailer. This reflector comes with four reflector surfaces –
white, black, silver, and gold. It also serves
as a diffuser. However, the diffuser metal
frame becomes the frame for all of the reflector surfaces, so
if you want a diffuser AND the reflector you’ll need to buy
a separate diffuser to put on top.

What most photographers do to create this type of set up is use the diffuser on top and use a different (less expensive) material for the reflector on the side. The reflector can be any large white material such as foam-core
or poster board.
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The photographer I photographed chooses to
use a chair for her subjects to sit on. It is very
important that the diffuser be as close to the
top of the head of the subject as possible. The
diffuser needs to “act” as a diffuse and not just
create “shade.” Also, the subject needs to sit
near the rear of the overhead diffuser so that
the light coming through in front of them is
maximized. In the photo to the right, the
photographer has her model on the set and is
directing an additional person to use a reflector
and add some additional light on the subject
from the right side. Reflectors work like
“mirrors” and are easy to learn to use. In this
case both of the young girls were getting photographed so the photographer made a photo assistant out of the one not on the set.
The photo to the left is an actual image from the above session. Notice
the softness and quality of this light. Remember, this was 12:00 noon so
it isn’t the time of day we should shoot in the direct sun. This technique
offers a great solution to shooting mid-day, any day.
These two smaller photographs
shown here were test exposure
shots from this shoot. For the
sake of learning we took one without the overhead diffusion in
place, using just the sunlight present. In both images, the skin is
exposed properly. Amazing difference! Take note of all of the techniques present in these photographs. This portrait is shot with a 200mm
lens at f3.5 for a shallow DOF.
Notice in the background in the top image the weeds and old fence. Now, look at how nice the background is
in the finished portrait. Proper use of lens length and F-Stop completely change the background to something that looks great.
When compared (using F-Stops) the small photo on the left has a “ratio” that is not good for this type of
portrait. The shadows are not flattering on this type of portrait. The spread between the shadows and highlights is too far.
On the next page is a different view of the set up, just so it makes sense. Keep in mind the additional reflector being held by the girl on the right is optional, but it does add a nice “pizzazz” to the image. When using
this overhead diffusion panel it’s necessary to keep it as close to the top of head of your model as possible. In
this example, it’s about 12 inches above her head.
VOLUME 2, ISSUE 5
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Remember that the reflector (used on the side) can be any large white reflective material. It doesn’t have to be one of the reflector kits purchases
from a photography equipment source. Foam-core or poster board work
equally well. The reason for the more expensive one is “ease of use and storage” and nothing more. This one folds and fits in the trunk of your car a lot
easier than a 3’ X 4 ‘ piece of foam-core or poster board.
As I mentioned in the beginning – this is an inexpensive and easy way to
produce wonderful light for portraits all day long. Try this and see if you
aren’t happier with your portraiture.
Thanks for reading.
Jeff Roush
Questions/Comments are welcome – jroush@roushstudios.com ◙

PHOTOS FROM THE REELFOOT LAKE SAFARI

Y
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Memphis Camera Club Exhibits
If you are going to be in the Memphis
area be sure to check out the following:
The Memphis Camera Club has two exhibits that opened Friday, April 19, at Christian Brothers University in the gallery and
in the foyer located in their library.
The Year End Competition Winners
hang in the gallery. These are their 1st,
2nd and 3rd place winners.
Also, being exhibited in the foyer are images by several members of the Memphis
Camera Club commissioned for the Overton Park Conservancy. They were all
taken in Overton Park.
The exhibits will hang for about a month.
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My Two Favorite Blogs
by Sue Milligan

M

any of you might remember Christian Sperka.
During his days as official photographer and
photography teacher at Nashville Zoo he was a welcomed guest speaker for many of 3CT’s member clubs.
Many members took advantage of the wildlife photographic opportunities he offered at the Zoo as well.
Over a year ago his dream to live and work in Africa
came true. He is now a specialist photography guide
on Thanda Private Game Reserve in Kwazulu Natal,
South Africa. I have been following his blog since this
amazing adventure began. To me it is like getting to
open a gift a day! The photos are fantastic and he always talks about interesting facts or habits of the
wildlife he photographs and his life at Thanda. Some
of you may already be following his blog but for those
of you who want to check it out and possibly sign up to
receive it go to: http://
www.christiansperka.wordpress.com I have definitely
added Thanda to my bucket list. For more info on the
game reserve go to http://www.thanda.com
Anyone who has attended Wilderness Wildlife Week
in Pigeon Forge will be familiar with Don McGowan, a
professional photographer out of Ashville, NC. His
programs are beautiful, inspirational and educational.
For the last two years I have been receiving his
weekly “Image for the Asking”. Don not only shares
his favorite picture each week but explains what inspired him, what he was trying to accomplish and the
settings he used to get the final result. There is an art
to taking great landscapes and Don has it down pat.
Check out his website at:
http://www.EarthSongPhotography Here is a quote
from him on coaching that really hit home:
“If you catch a fish for someone, they can feed themselves for a day. If you teach them how to fish, they
can feed themselves for a lifetime. An adage as old as
language: but no less true today than ever before. An
effective coach aids his students in acquiring the photographic skills they can then apply themselves for a
lifetime of creative image-making and enjoyment. A
caring coach ask of his students to plumb the depths
of their creative beings to find inside the passion that
will encourage them to always seek to apply their fullest abilities, not only to their photographic endeavors,
but to every step of the journey, as well.” ◙
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Photoshop
workshop&class
May 11 - 12, 2013
9AM - 4PM
Crossville TN
-LocationStudio of David A. Hatfield
1183 West Avenue
Crossville TN
Photoshop for Photographers
This Course is part of the RoushPhotoOnline Series of Online Digital
Photography & Photoshop Courses

____________________
This Photoshop workshop is designed specifically for photographers. We will learn and
discuss the tools and techniques a photographer uses every day.
Photoshop is the industry standard when it comes to digital
image manipulation and retouching.
The program uses Photoshop as its foundation, and although there are other similar
programs Photoshop has become the industry standard.
If you have any intentions of doing digital photography at any
professional level this workshop is a must.
For more information: http://www.roushstudios.com/crossville.htm
______________________

Nature Photography Workshop and Safari - Cades Cove
Jeff Roush, Instructor
Smokey Mountains/Cades Cove - Townsend, Tennessee
June 20-23 (Thursday Evening through Sunday Noon)
Information and registration on the website, www.silvercreekworkshops.com
Reduced Hotel Rates at the Best Western Townsend - Mention Silver Creek Workshops
VOLUME 2, ISSUE 5
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ABOUT WOODY GEISLER—CBI PHOTOSHOP SERIES INSTRUCTOR

M

any of you will remember Woody Geisler as one of the tour guides for the 3CT Cookeville fieldtrip last
fall, but it is doubtful that you have any idea of his extensive photographic background - see below.



Member of National Association of Photoshop Professionals (NAPP) since 1998.



Attended 9 Photoshop Worlds and numerous other training classes throughout the United States.



Member of Professional Photographers of America (PPA).



Member of Canon Professional Services (CPS).



Area coordinator for Now I Lay me Down to Sleep (NILMDTS).



Member of the Cookeville Camera Club.



Member of the Crossville Camera Club.



Instructed classes in Photoshop, Lightroom, and Camera techniques.



Published Tennessee Life Magazine.



Published the following books for members of the Fairfield Glade Writers Guild: Tiramisu, The Hugging
Tree, A Song for Lemuel, and Shira’s Dance.



Shot the Cover for Trade-A-Plane twice last year.



Ariel Photography: Plane to plane, Crossville Air Shows, the Crossville Car Show, Crossville Airport, The
Good Samaritan Society of Fairfield Glade, Fairfield Glade slow rate land Application Facility, Dartmoor
Marina, Crossville Centennial Park, Holiday Lake Dam Reconstruction, and others for property developers and business owners in eastern Tennessee.



Portraits for the Board of Directors of Resident Services and The Good Samaritan Society of Fairfield
Glade.



The Fairfield Glade Fire Department photographer.



Apple Ambassador and Past-President of the Upper Cumberland Macintosh User Group.



Wedding photographer, Family Reunions, Senior pictures, and many other special events.



Current Press Pass for Tennessee Tech University sporting events.

Camera Club Council of Tennessee
Created to Foster a Spirit of Fellowship, Sharing, and Competitiveness Among Member Clubs
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